900 students graduate from IBM
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Around 900 candidates graduated in business management and allied disciplines from Institute of Business Management at the convocation ceremony of the institute on Sunday.

Along with students and faculty of the institute, the occasion was also attended by Sindh Education Minister Nisar Ahmed Khuhro, CEO and President, Engro Corporation Aliuddin Ansari, Chancellor IBM Elahi Bux Soomro, business and corporate leaders, national, multi-national and international guests.

Speaking at the ceremony, Nisar Khuhro felicitated IoBM graduates, termed its students as wonderful”, commended the role of IoBM, especially, its founder and President Shahjehan Karim as instrumental in promoting such education which Pakistan needed as higher education, quality education and innovative ideas in education. Elahi Bakhsh Soomro, Chancellor IoBM, who declared the convocation opened, congratulated graduates and attributed their success to their parents’ prayers, their faculty commitment and to IoBM excellence.

In a thought-provoking keynote address Aliuddin Ansari sent such convincing vibes for graduating students as doing something special for people who remember one not for material assets but for kindness, help and support.

Referring to IoBM, he clued about success lying not in creating businesses but by making institutions of learning. He said how sacrificing are parents in shaping the destiny of their children can be gauged only by parents themselves.

Failure is the signpost to success, he opined, as those failing in school, at work or in life succeed sooner or later.

As graduating students and like are just 0.1 per cent of our population, Ansari termed them as fortunate but asserted that they have more personal, social, institutional and national responsibilities than anyone else!

President IoBM Shahjehan Karim felicitated graduates and reflected upon IoBM academic programmes pertaining to business management and allied disciplines being highly contemporary, professional, diversified and career-focused in nature.